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In eastern Kazakhstan, the antlers of a maral deer are believed to have the 
power to heal ailments ranging from arthritis to low virility. People travel from 
across Europe and Asia to drink blood from freshly cut antlers, to soak in baths 
of boiled antlers, and to take supplements made of antler extract. 

The custom dates back to at least 168 B.C., when deer antler was listed as 
a medical ingredient on an ancient silk scroll discovered in China. While some 
modern-day health claims are unfounded–that maral antler cures cancer–stud-
ies have shown that maral blood and antlers are rich in many nutrients benefi-
cial to human health: amino acids, vitamins, minerals, and trace amounts of the 
growth hormone IGF-1. Athletes around the world increasingly use antler-based 
health supplements because their low doses do not violate anti-doping laws.

Historically, hunters killed marals for their antlers–nearly driving the species 
to extinction–until Soviet Union farmers realized they 
could raise marals as livestock and harvest the antlers 
without killing the animals. Collective deer farms sprang 
up in the Altai Mountains and the population rebounded. 

Exporting products to Asia and the United States, 
the antler industry is now a major driver of the region’s 
economy, but it has come under fire from animal-welfare 
groups. In 2006, the National Geographic documentary 
Red Velvet highlighted instances of animal abuse on 
maral deer farms. Critics say the industry needs to again 
modernize by adopting the use of anesthesia to numb 
the pain of antler removal, a practice used on similar  
deer farms in New Zealand.—Ryan Bell
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During spring, 
the antlers of 
maral deer (left) 
grow up to one 
inch per day. 
Medical tourism 
is a growing 
business in 
Katon-Karagay, 
where a drink 
made from  
antler blood 
(below) is sold. 
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